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The Mightyz range of wellness products are the result of 7 years of research into longevity and  
wellness. Developed by Scott Rauvers, the author of 5 books in Longevity, each formula has been  
es-specially engineered to contain NO CAFFEINE, NO SOY, WHEAT, DAIRY or artificial flavors or  
preservatives. This makes the natural combinations particularly special because they have no  
long term negative damaging effects, much like sugar does or various soy foods, which can be  
genetically altered or engineered. 
 
In many formulas prepared by Mighyz herbs are mixed with Spices, creating a nutraceutical combination that 
synergizes together, allowing the body to absorb more of the formula, with longer lasting results. Synergy also 
allows the nutrients in the herbs to remain fresher for longer, creating a longer lasting formula. Whenever 
possible, each formula uses Organic Herbs and Ingredients and 
is freshly prepared to order. With over 7,000 satisfied customers. Let's explore some of the unique specialty 
items from Mightyz. 

 

 
 
 
 
Mightyz Brain Lightning 60 Capsules per bottle 
 
Mightyz Brain Lightning is an all-natural synergistic mix 
of the most powerfully researched brain stimulating 
herbs, proven to eliminate  mental fatigue and increase 
mental alertness. Mightyz Brain Lightning is also a safe 
way to naturally restore your memory, attain laser 
 sharp focus and significantly improve concentration. Its 
non-caffeine  and non-sugar qualities make it especially 
useful for long term use.  Mightyz Brain Lightning can 
also be used safely to restore harmony, improve 
information retrieval and add health and systemic 
balance to your brain without harmful side effects or 
artificial stimulants. One  of the main ingredients is Gotu 
Kola, a powerful anti-aging herb,revered by the Tibetans 
for centuries. 

 
Overnight RejuvenEssence  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
The 2 main ingredients in Overnight RejuvenEssence are 
Carnosine, which ranks 2nd to the anti-aging substance 
Resveratrol as one of the most powerful anti-aging 
substances known to man, having been used as an anti-
aging supplement for decades. The 2nd main ingredient 
is Astragalus, known for its powerful immune 
strengthening qualities and its ability to restore tissues 
and promote new stem cell growth. After taking 
Overnight RejuvenEssence, you will have more 
endurance, more flexible and stronger bones and a 
stronger immune system. This is the result of an 
increased number of Mesenchymal Stem Cells 
 
60 Capsules per bottle 
 
 
 

Scott's Hawaiian SOD Booster 
  
SOD stands for Superoxide  
Dismutase.  This is one of the  
body's most powerful natural  
antioxidants, which declines as  
you age.  When you take SOD  
you experience a longer term of  
natural energy gain, due to the body being purged of 
toxins, and having increased ability to create more 
energy in the body naturally, all without caffeine or 
sugars. By not having adequate SOD levels in the body, 
you become prone to the negative effects associated 

with aging.   60 Capsules per bottle 

  
Scott's Hawaiian SOD Booster is one of the few, if not 
the only multi super-herbal based Superoxide Dismutase 
Booster available. The only manufactured substances in 
Scott's Hawaiian SOD Booster are Creatine and Grape 
Seed Extract, whose sole purpose is to allow synergy to 
 occur with the super herbs, guaranteeing a longer 
lasting burst of energy when you need it most, as well as 
supplying a reserve form of energy that can be accessed 
hours later when your body needs it most.   Scott's                  
Ha   Hawaiian SOD Booster contains brewer's yeast    
wh   which has all the necessary amino acids and super  
       herbs giving your body the nutrition it deserves. 
Mi     
Mi    Mightyz Immune  
        System Booster 
  
 
Because over 70% of our immune system is based in our 
lower stomach,Mightyz Immune System Booster works 
on strengtheting the body from the very core center. This 
is why people have been cured, or extremely relieved of 
arthritis and other “hard to cure diseases” by fasting, 
allowing the digestive muscles of the stomach to relax 
and take a break for a while. Mightyz Immune System 
Booster uses Astralagus and the herb high in natural 
vitamin C, Echinacea. These herbs are combined with 
the longevity herb Jigoulan. Cumin seed is high in 
beneficial phytosterols, which nourish the good bacteria 
in the stomach. 
 

60 Capsules per bottle 

 

 
 
 


